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anti-axiomatic. Regrettably, that "paper of later date" never 
appeared, although it is unlikely that his definition would 
have been successful. 
***************x 
I have been unable to discover anything further about 
Harward's life and do not even know what his full name is. I 
have found only one other paper by him [1922]. Any information 
on his life or mathematical interests would be received appre- 
ciatively and should be forwarded to me care of the Editorial 
Office of Historia Mathematics. 
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D. PINGREE'S REVIEW OF MY BOOK: 
SCIENCE AWAKENING II 
By B. L. van der Waerden, Zurich 
In this rejoinder, I shall restrict myself to those sen- 
tences in Pingreels review that are wrong statements or unproved 
conjectures. The most disagreeable wrong statement is the last 
one: "This book will probably be used in classrooms in American 
colleges. Unfortunately the students who are asked to read it 
will in general have no way of distinguishing what is plausible as 
history and what is not." This is not true, for I took great 
pains throughout the book never to present conjectures as facts 
and to give all the arguments underlying my conclusions in full, 
so that any reader can judge their value. Moreover, most of my 
conclusions are based on genuine texts from ancient authors such 
as Darius, Zarathustra, Plato, etc., and in the astronomical 
part,on cuneiform texts. 
On page 91 Pingree writes: "[The author] believes that laws 
of symmetry and simplicity are as applicable to history as they 
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are in mathematics." This psychological conjecture is false. I 
never believed anything of the kind. 
On page 90 Pingree writes: I'.. .the author makes no attempt 
to define what he means by astrology or by astral religion, 
though these terms have widely different meanings in different 
cultural contexts." 
As far as astrology is concerned, this is not true, for I 
have clearly distinguished between three kinds of astrology, 
which appeared in quite different cultural contexts, namely 
"omen astrology, " "intermediate astrology" and "horoscope astro- 
logy. " The differences between the three types are clearly 
defined in my book, and textual examples of the first two types 
are given. 
In the history of astral religion I also mentioned three 
stages, but I stated that they cannot be defined clearly because 
there are no sharp boundaries between them. I also pointed out 
that the three types of astrology are connected with three stages 
of astronomy. Pingree dismisses all this by calling it "lengthy 
and extremely dubious speculations about the history of astrology 
and astral religion." 
Pingreels next statement is a pure hypothesis without any 
foundation: "Neither is he [the author] particularly well in- 
formed about recent scholarship in the history of Iranian religion.. 
Next comes another untrue statement: "...nor is he wary about 
the credibility of late Greek accounts of the pre-Socratics or 
of Oriental beliefs..." 
Let anyone study my article "Schriften des Pythagoras" in 
the Real. Encyclopaedie, Suppl. X, Col. 845-864, and he will see 
that I have made a special study of the credibility of late Greek 
accounts in one of the most difficult cases. So Pingree is com- 
pletely wrong. Besides, there are only very few quotations from 
late Greek sources in my book. 
Pingree goes on: "In his own field of the history of astron- 
omy he [the author] succumbs all too often to the need of having 
an answer even when there is no convincing evidence, as in his 
claim that the Babylonian System A for the planets was invented by 
Nabu Rimannu in about -500 (p. 283);..." Pingree does not mention 
the fact that I expressed myself very carefully. What I said 
was: "Hence, combining the arguments a), b), c) we may conclude 
that the most probable time of invention of System A for the 
planets is the reign of Darius. If System A for the planets was 
invented by the same man as System A for the moon, then his name 
was probably Nabu-Rimannu." The meaning of these sentences is 
completely distorted by leaving out, as Pingree does, the cautious 
expressions "the most probable time" and "if..." and "probably..." 
Pingree continues the sentence just quoted thus: "...or even 
when the evidence is contrary to his conclusion, as when he claims 
that Rhetorius' Great Year was based on the parameters of Baby- 
lonian astronomy (p. 113)." Here Pingree misunderstands my text. 
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My claim that Rhetorius' long periods are of Babylonian origin 
was meant to be restricted to the planetary periods. For a 
careful reader this is clear from the words I added" . ..as we 
have seen." These words refer to page 111 of my book and hence 
to planetary periods only, not to the "Great Year." 
I hope that readers of Historia Mathematics will not just 
accept Pingreels opinions such as "...he advances some highly 
risky conjectures," but will read parts of the book and judge 
for themselves whether his criticism is just or not. 
CORRECTIONS TO THE WORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 
A letter from I. Grattan-Guinness 
Midd,lesex Polytechnic, Queensway, Enfield, England 
The Proceedings of the August 1974 Workshop (HM, November 
1975) contains several significant editorial and printing errors 
concerning my own contributions. 
I wish to make clear that my paper on analysis (pp. 475-488) 
is based on a lecture delivered at the session on historiography, 
which (pace Voss on p. 427 and Birkhoff on p. 565) came before 
the session on algebra. I hope that its publication in a section 
on the history of foundations, concerning which no session was 
held, will not prevent readers from observing that its primary 
concern is with historiographical matters and that foundational 
questions are used only as examples of them. On pp. 476-477 only 
the first reference (p. 476, 1.15) to [Bl3] is correct. The others 
should have cited my The development of the foundations of mathe- 
matical analysis from Euler to Riemann (1970, Cambridge, Mass.); 
this work was omitted from bibliography B, whose final version I 
did not see. On p. 480, 1.25, 1905 should be 1906. 
In my paper on Russell (pp. 489-493) I state on p. 491 that 
the 'Prefatory statement' in volume 2 of Principia mathematics 
was newly written in 1911, which refutes Birkhoff's editorial 
claim (p. 473, line #9) that it was 'reworked' then. On p. 489, 
line #5, 1963 should be 1968. 
In bibliography B (pp. 607-609) I am neither the author of 
[B12] nor an editor of [B17], and in [Bl6] I did not add an 'e' 
to Georg Cantor's first name. 
I also cannot let pass the editorial insertion (p. 446, line 
#19) in the discussion of Grabiner's lecture, where it is claimed 
that Fourier's 1807 manuscript on heat diffusion was published 
as part of his 1822 Theorie analytique de la chaleur. Although 
the two texts show many similarities there are also significant 
differences, which are described in detail in my and J. R. Ravett's 
Joseph Fourier 1768-1830 (1972, Cambridge, Mass.). 
